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Abstract

Often when firms use relative performance pay, they rank employees. Yet,

rank may influence performance directly. Are rank effects important compared

to monetary incentives? What is the direction of rank effects? Arguably, a

bad rank may generate desire to catch up, or it may discourage effort.

We address these questions by analysing store managers in a large firm

where the bonus is determined through a high powered tournament. We study

managers’ response to feedback about their rank. In this firm, the bonus

is a step function of rank, and so marginal incentives and rank have a non-

monotonic relationship. This means we can separate the impact of incentives

from that of rank on managers’ behaviour.

First, we find that managers ignore marginal incentives, but respond to

rank. Second, their response suggests desire to catch up: when managers get

a bad rank on either profit or service, they respond by improving performance.

We show that managers achieve performance improvements by making corre-

sponding changes to the key labour variables under their control. Managers’

response to rank is monotonic and linear, consistent with their utility being

concave in rank.
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1 Introduction

Social scientists have long observed that people care about how they com-

pare to others, a phenomeonon dubbed status or rank concerns. Economists

have been trying to better understand these concerns, but some fundamental

questions remain1.

First, do people care about status per se, in other words, does it enter

utility function directly, or do people pursue status only as means of get-

ting economic benefits? The two models can have very different implications,

particularly for workplace performance, yet distinguishing between them has

proven challenging (Heffetz and Frank 2011).

Second, if status is an argument in the utility function, what is the shape

of this relationship? In some models, it is convex (Robson 1992, Dekel and

Schotchmer 1999), while others – concave (Bisin and Verdier 1998, Robson

2001, Samuelson 2004, Hopkins and Kornienko 2004). The two assumptions

generate different implications: for example, if you tell someone they are far

behind the others, the ‘convex’ person would give up, while ‘concave’ one would

try to catch up2. This has important consequences for design of feedback and

incentives in the workplace, and also in other settings, for example, education.

In this paper, we address the two questions above. First, we overcome a key

empirical challenge faced by status literature: in the limited data available to

researchers, status is typically correlated with financial rewards in a way which

makes disentangling the two motives difficult. Second, we do so in a highly

relevant context of a real-world workplace, where we analyze behaviour of shop

managers. Given that a lot of existing literature on workplace performance

focuses on manual labour, it seems important to understand what happens in

the jobs with higher responsibility and pay.

The key aspect of our data is that the shop managers face a high powered

incentive scheme, and are regularly ranked by their firm. We exploit the

rules of the incentive scheme to argue that managers should exhibit different

1For surveys see Weiss and Fershtman 1998, Heffetz and Frank 2011 and Robson and
Samuelson 2011.

2This is assuming only marginal improvements are possible.
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patterns of behaviour depending on whether (i) they care only about financial

rewards, (ii) they care only about rank, and (iii) they care about both.

Taking these predictions to the data, we show that managers’ behaviour is

not consistent with (i) or (iii), but is consistent with (ii): they care about rank

whilst ignoring marginal financial incentives. This is our first contribution:

our data support the idea that people are hard wired to care about rank,

even when it is not associated with economic benefits (Robson and Samuelson

2011). Furthermore, our findings imply that when rank concerns and marginal

financial rewards call for different actions, people pay more attention to the

former.

Our second contribution is to provide evidence on the shape of the rela-

tionship between rank and utility. We find that when faced with bad rank,

people do not get discouraged, but try harder to catch up, and the relationship

between performance improvements and the starting rank is monotonic and

linear. This implies that utility is concave in rank, consistent, for example,

with models in which rank concerns emerge endogenously as a result of evo-

lutionary response to informational problems in the ancestral world (Robson

2001, Samuelson 2004, Nöldeke and Samuelson 2005).

In more detail, here is how the firm’s bonus scheme and feedback allow

us to separate pure financial concerns from rank concerns. Every quarter the

firm pays its managers a bonus determined by a tournament. Specifically, all

managers’ quarterly performance is ranked and this ranking is divided into

bands, with all the managers in the same band receiving the same bonus,

even though they have different ranks. This generates ‘notches’ in the scheme,

which we exploit, in the way described below.

The firm gives managers performance feedback throughout the quater. Last

feedback is two weeks before the tournament, in week 11. We look at manager

actions after this feedback and before the tournament is held. In this two

week window the managers’ minds are likely to be most focussed on the dual

outcomes of the upcoming tournament: their rank vis-á-vis the others and

their bonus. Which of these goals they care about determines their behaviour

in the run up to the tournament.
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More specifically, the feedback gives managers both their week 11 rank and

how far away they are from crossing into the next bonus band. Since bonus

changes discretely at band boundary, managers who are the closest to the

boundary will face the steepest financial incentives. Hence, going into the last

two weeks of the quarter, the strength of financial incentives for the managers

oscillates with week 11 rank, increasing as rank approaches a boundary, then

falling again. Therefore, if managers pursue only financial rewards, they will

improve performance more when they are near a boundary, and hence perfor-

mance improvements will oscillate with rank, too. If instead the managers care

only about their rank at the end of the quarter, performance improvements will

not have this pattern. Instead, there is likely to be a monotonic relationship

with rank – positive if utility is concave and negative if it is convex.

We show that the improvements in managers performance are indeed mono-

tonic in rank, and do not differ by proximity to the band boundary. Hence,

the managers are ignoring financial incentives, while reacting to their rank.

The sign of the relationship is positive: managers who are behind improve

performance to catch up, consistent with utility being concave in rank.

One advantage of the data is that the managers’ performance is measured

and ranked across three dimensions: profit, service and sales. This allows

us to get detailed results and nuanced tests of our hypotheses. Further, in

addition to performance, we have data on two key variables under the direct

managers’ control, labour and output-to-labour ratio. These levers affect per-

formance measures differently – for example, more labour is typically good

for service but bad for profit – allowing us to construct nuanced tests. These

tests confirm that, consistent with the desire to catch up in ranking on indi-

vidual performance measures, managers use the labour differently, depending

on which measure they fall behind on: they cut labour when they are behind

their peers on profit, and increase labour when they are behind on service.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 puts this study

in the context of existing literture. Section 3 describes the setting, and uses

a simple framework to link performance outcomes and observable input deci-

sions. It also describes the bonus scheme. This in turn forms the basis for
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the empirical identification, which is in section 4. The results are in section 5.

Section 6 concludes.

2 Related literature

This paper contributes to several interconnected strands of literature, in-

cluding those on status concerns, intrinsic motivation, motivated beliefs and

tournaments in the workplace.

First, our evidence allows us to distinguish between theories of status con-

cerns, corroborating the models in which utility is a function of rank per se

and not just of financial rewards that might be linked to it. Second, our data

show that utility is concave in rank. This is consistent with the models such

as those where, in the ancestral world, the actions of others contained signals

about the environment, and so it was important to be not too far behind

the pack (Samuelson 2004, Nöldeke and Samuelson 2005, Robson and Samuel-

son 2010). On the other hand, the findings are at odds with winner-take-all

models, for example those where concerns about status emerge in pursuit of

mating or reproducive success (Dekel and Schotchmer 1999). Distinguishing

between these models is important because they have different implications

for behaviour and hence optimal feedback policies (Samuelson 2004).

The second strand of literature we contribute to is that on intrinsic moti-

vation. It argues that people have an intrinsic desire to do a good job and are

not purely motivated by financial rewards (Deci and Ryan 1985, Benabou and

Tirole 2003). We show that managers are intrinsically motivated in the sense

that they care about how their performance compares to that of other people,

and that they care more about relative rank than they do about marginal

financial rewards, when both are present and potentially compete for their

attention.

Our findings are also linked to the literature on motivated beliefs which

argues that people derive utility from holding positive beliefs about themselves,

including beliefs about ability (for a survey, see Benabou and Tirole 2016).

This idea provides a rationale for why utility might depend on rank which
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may be distinct from the evolutionary theories of status discussed above3.

When people are uncertain about their ability, they may base their beliefs on

observed rank, and so they might try to prop it up to preserve self-esteem, a

process described as self-signalling by Benabou and Tirole (2004, 2011). Our

finding that managers take steps to improve their performance when they fall

behind in the rankings is consistent with this idea. In a related paper, we find

that many managers in this firm are overconfident about their rank, confirming

that rank is a likely source of motivated beliefs in this setting (Huffman et al

2019)4.

A key application of our findings is to tournament incentive schemes in the

workplace. The large existing literature on their optimal design focuses purely

on financial rewards (Meyer 1991, Aoyagi 2010, Ederer 2010, Goltsman and

Mukherjee 2011 among others), whilst our results demonstrate that tourna-

ments affect behaviour through a different channel, that of status concerns. It

is then perhaps unsurprising that a number of empirical studies have shown

that tournament participants do not always behave in the way predicted by

pure financial incentives (Casas-Arce and Asia Martinez-Jerez 2009, Ehren-

berg and Bognano 1990, Genakos and Pagliero 2012, Mueller and Schotter

2010, Ericsson, Poulsen and Villeval 2009). However, in most of these studies

it is difficult to study rank effects not least because rank and financial incen-

tives are highly correlated. We overcome this problem because the rules of our

tournament allow us to separate the two effects. Also, unlike most of these

studies, we do not just infer managers’ actions from changes in their perfor-

mance, but show how managers change key input decisions under their control

to affect performance.

A laboratory experiment by Gill et al (2016) asks questions close to those

we explore here: whether utility is a function of rank and what is the shape

of this relationship. In their experiment, pay is unrelated to performance but

3Although the origins of motivated beliefs may also be evolutionary.
4In other contexts, empirical studies have found persistent overconfidence and asym-

metric updating about relative performance – the findings which are again consistent with
performance rank being a source of motivated beliefs (Parks and Santos-Pinto 2010, Eil and
Rao 2011, Burks et al 2013, Zimmerman 2018)
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subjects get feedback on their relative rank. Using random tie breaks to create

exogenous variation, the authors show that people respond to both high and

low ranks by working harder relative to the middle ranks, suggesting a utility

function that is concave at the high (bad) ranks, and convex at the low (good)

ranks. Whilst the experiment makes clean identification possible, ranking is

the only game in town in the lab, and hence the setting may artificially encour-

age rank effects. Our study does not have the advantage of randomization.

However, it is done in a real world workplace where ranking competes for man-

agers’ attention with a number of other stimulae including financial incentives.

The fact that we find that the managers choose to focus on rank, and ignore

financial incentives is powerful evidence that utility functions contain rank.

A number of studies analyze how people’s performance changes once they

start getting relative performance feedback, with somewhat contradictory re-

sults. In the lab, Azmat and Iriberri (2015) find that introducing such feedback

has no effect on performance under flat rate, but improves it under piece rate,

while Eriksson, Poulsen and Villeval (2009) show no average impact under

piece rate or tournament. In the workplace where pay does not depend on the

tournament, Blanes i Vidal and Nossol (2011) find that introducing relative

feedback improves performance, while Barankay (2012) shows that removing

feedback does the same. High school students in Azmat and Iriberri (2010)

work harder after provision of feedback, but stop when feedback is removed.

Two further papers explore how the effects of introducing rank feedback de-

pend on people’s expectations: Among students, Azmat et al (2016) find that

better than expected rank reduces effort, whilst Ashraf (2019) shows that the

opposite is true among sweater factory workers5.

Of these studies, Azmat et al (2016) is the only one that tracks its subjects

for some time after the introduction of ranking feedback. They find that

the effects of this introduction disappear reasonably quickly. This and the

interaction with expectations suggest that studies looking at introduction or

removal of feedback policies, unless done over a long time horizon, are likely to

5Interestingly, Ashraf 2019 also shows that the results are different depending on whether
the ranking is public or private.
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pick up short-lived surprise reactions. In contrast, our study gives the evidence

on rank feedback effects in a steady-state environment, where most managers

have extensive experience with the tournament and feedback. Furthermore, we

explore the environment where marginal financial rewards and rank concerns

potentially compete for managers’ attention, allowing us to explore the relative

importance of the two6.

3 Manager decisions and incentive scheme

The managers’ bonus is determined through a quarterly tournament orga-

nized by the firm. This incentive scheme, which we describe in detail section

3.2, sets the basis for our identification strategy (described in section 4).

In broad brushstrokes, the tournament is based on three main performance

measures: sales, profit and service. Two weeks before the end of the quarter,

for each measure, the managers get feedback on their relative position. For

each measure, this determines both the incentives they face and the rank,

going into the last two weeks of the tournament. We then look at whether in

these last two weeks managers promote performance on measures where they

(i) face steeper incentives and/or (ii) face low or high ranks in feedback.

We complement this performance analysis with the analysis of manager’s

labour decisions. In each shop, the manager is in charge of a team of employees,

who are engaged in two main tasks: production of output for sale (food and

beverage) and customer service. The main ways in which a manager can

influence performance in the short run is hiring and allocating labour across

these two tasks. Whilst an average store has 14 workers at any given time, it

also has around 50% more workers on its books, often on part-time contracts,

allowing the manager to adjust labour on a short time scale.

One advantage of our data is that we observe some of these labour decisions.

In section 3.1, we develop a simple framework to describe the managers’ deci-

6Along side estimating rank and incentive effects of a tournament, we also show that
managerial performance improves across the board as the tournament day nears. This is
consistent with findings such as Oyer (1998) and Kaur et al (2016) who show performance
often improves towards the pay date.
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sions and show how the labour variables observable to us to change depending

on which performance measure the manager wants to promote. Subsequently,

we will take these predictions to the data to see whether managers’ response

to incentives and rank can be traced not only to changes in performance but

also to corresponding input decisions.

3.1 Manager decisions and outcomes

3.1.1 Context in a simple framework

Recall that the shop employees are engaged in two main tasks, production

and service. We denote the quantity of output produced by QP , and service

produced by S. The key decision of the manager is how much labour Li to

employ for each of the two tasks where i = {P, S}7.

Let

S = g(LS) (1)

QP = f(LP ) (2)

both of which are increasing functions and f(.) is concave. The store is subdi-

vided into production and service areas which cannot be altered in the short

to medium run, allowing us to abstract from the impact of capital inputs.

The following describes the managers’ sales:

QS = x[min(Q̄, QP ) + α(S) max(QP − Q̄, 0)] (3)

where x is the price of output, and the term Q̄ captures the possibility that a

store may be demand constrained. The degree to which this constraint can be

relaxed is given by 0 ≤ α(S) ≤ 1, allowing for α to be a function of service.

Many in the company believe that in the short run, the managers cannot

7In this firm, to a good approximation, the managers do not make decisions related to
raw materials. They also have no control over the prices of output, which are set centrally.
The managers have a limited degree of control over the varieties of output they produce;
we abstract from this for tractability. It is plausible that the manager can affect labour
productivity, but we abstract from this or the time being, and discuss this possibility at the
end of this section.
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influence demand, i.e. α is close to zero, a case we will discuss at the end.8

Finally, profit is given by

Π = QS − w(LP + LS) (4)

where w is wage.

3.1.2 Analysis

The three performance measures on which the manager is evaluated are

given by equations (1), (3) and (4). Assuming they all enter the manager’s

objective with non-negative weights, and without the need to specify a precise

objective function, we can conclude:

• For each i = {P, S}, QS and S increase in Li. Π increases in Li as

long as Li < L̂i ≡ argmaxLi
Π(Li, L̂j). Hence, the manager will choose

both types of labour to be at the profit maximizing level or higher, i.e.

L∗i ≥ L̂i for i = {P, S}.

• Once Li > L̂i, there are trade offs:

◦ ∂QS

∂LP
≥ 0 while ∂Π

∂LP
< 0

◦ ∂S
∂LS

> 0 while ∂Π
∂LS

< 0

So, when the manager wants to promote sales or service, LP and LS re-

spectively will be higher and further away from the relevant argmax Π, then

when he wants to promote profit.

3.1.3 Implications for observable labour decisions

We have the data on the amount spent on total labour by each manager,

L ≡ w(LP + LS), but not on the two tasks separately. We also observe the

value of production and so can calculate the value of production per dollar

8For example, when in a survey we asked the managers what was the easiest way to
increase their bonus by a specified amount, only 10% mentioned an increase in sales.
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spent on labour, q ≡ xQP/L, to which we loosely refer as output-to-labour

ratio. By the definition of q and concavity of QP , ∂q
∂L
< 0.

Based on the trade offs we have identified in section 3.1.2, we can draw out

the following implications for the observables L and q:

• If a manager wants to promote sales or service, he will choose a higher

L; if he wants to promote profit he will choose a lower L.

• If a manager wants to promote profit, he will set a higher q; if he wants

to promote service, he will set a lower q; if he wants to promote sales,

this will imply a lower q as L expands.

• If a manager is sales constrained (i.e. in equation (3) α = 0 and

f(argmaxLP
Π) ≥ Q̄), then the above conclusions still hold for profit

and service. However, now sales cannot be changed using the inputs

available to the manager.

Above we assumed that the manager can only choose labour and its allo-

cation. Suppose he can also affect the marginal product of labour in the two

tasks, i.e. ∂g
∂LS

and ∂f
∂LP

respectively. Then, assuming the amount of labour

and its allocation stays constant, the manager can promote service by improv-

ing the former marginal product, and sales and profit by improving the latter

marginal product. In terms of observable characteristics:

• Increase in ∂g
∂LS

will improve service but will not affect inputs.

• Increase in ∂f
∂LP

will raise q and increase profit and sales if the shop is

not demand constrained.

Hence, the key way in which allowing for manager to affect marginal product

of labour modifies our implications for observables above is that the desire to

improve sales now has an ambiguos effect on q.

3.2 Incentive scheme

The managers get paid a base salary but also substantial performance

bonuses, awarded through a quarterly tournament. All managers get a bonus,
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and its size depends on how they fare in the tournament. The average bonus

is roughly 20% of the base salary, while the top bonus is about 150% of base

salary, making this a relatively high powered incentive scheme. Thus, man-

agers face substantial incentives to understand the scheme and make decisions

that lead to higher bonus.

The bonus is calculated by aggregating four store performance measures:

sales growth, profit relative to a store specific target, customer service and an

evaluation of store operations by an area manager. The service is measured

using mystery shoppers which fill out a score card. The tournament is held at

the end of each quarter based on the managers’ cumulative performance for

that quarter.

Indexing these performance measures by m, the bonus is calculated like

this:

1. For each performance measure m, managers’ outcomes yim are ranked,

and each manager i gets a rank rim.

2. Each of the four rankings is divided into bands. Within each band b,

all managers get assigned the same score simb. The score is higher for

higher bands (near the top of the ranking).

3. For each i, bonus rate Bi is determined by

Bi =
4∏

m=1

simb

Also, each managers receives an overall ranking Ri =rank(Bi).

4. Rate Bi is normalized and applied to manager’s salary to find the level of

the bonus. A few managers with the lowest Ri (highest Bi) get additional

bonus.

These rules imply that, for each m, the score is a step function of the perfor-

mance on that measure. Therefore, for given performance on other measures,
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bonus is a step function of performance on measure m. Figure 1 shows an

example of this using profit data from Q2 of 20149.

Figure 1: Profit rank and score
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As we can see from the graph, while profit score and hence the manager’s

bonus jumps at certain levels of profit, the manager’s rank changes smoothly

and monotonically with profit. This is the key feature that allows us to to

separate the effects of incentives from those of rank on manager behaviour:

while rank always rises, incentives will be stronger nearer to bonus jumps, and

so the strength of incentives does not always move in the same direction as the

rank. We discuss this further in our empirical identification section (section

4).

We make two practical decisions with respect to the four performance mea-

sures included in the incentive scheme. First, recall that the firm measures

sales and profit against benchmarks (sales growth relative to the same period

last year and profit in excess of a shop-specific target, which changes very

9The rank axis in figure 1 is reversed so that the best (lowest) ranks are at the top
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infrequently). From the point of view of our estimations, both past sales and

profit targets are fixed, and outside the manager’s control in the last two weeks

of the quarter. What the manager can affect are current sales and profit, and

so these are the variables we will focus on. Second, evaluation by an area

manager takes place only once a quarter, which means there is no feedback

and we cannot study it. So, henceforth, our study focuses on sales, profit and

service outcomes.

3.2.1 Score bands

Typically, the ranking is divided into seven bands. The bands are drawn

in such a way that top (highest) two bands have 10% of shops in them, the

next two bands have 30% and 20% respectively, and the bottom three bands

have 10% of shops in each10. An average band has 14 shops in it.

Marginal benefit that a manager i faces from jumping up one band on

measure p = j is given by

MBijb =
∏

sbi,m 6=j∆sijb (5)

where ∆sijb is the jump in score that manager i faces on measure j. Depending

on quarter and band, the jumps ∆sijb can take on four values in our data: 5,

10, 15 and 20 points on the score scale, or 1.5-6 percentage points of the final

bonus rate. The mode and median jump is 10 points or 3 percentage points

of the bonus rate. Since the average bonus rate is 20% of base salary, jumping

up one band on one measure gives a sizeable improvement in pay. Figure 1

illustrates a typical configuration of jumps: 10 points for all bands, except for

one band in the middle, where the jump is 5 points.

3.2.2 Information and feedback

When managers join the firm, the company explains the rules of the tour-

nament and has a reference document detailing these explanations. There is

10In practice, the bands can be slightly narrower or wider, to ensure that shops with the
same absolute performance fall into the same band.
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also full transparency about the outcomes: after the quarter end, managers

receive information about their bonus and also a table listing the results for

all managers in the tournament.

Weekly, the firm provides detailed feedback to managers on their perfor-

mance. With thirteen weeks in a typical quarter, the firm provides feedback

at the end of each of the first eleven weeks. In the first instance, managers get

this weekly feedback electronically, and then they often discuss it with their

area manager. No feedback is provided in weeks 12 and 13, and then, after

the end of the quarter, the results of the quarterly tournament are announced

in a meeting of all the managers participating in the tournament.

Weekly feedback provides the results of a hypothetical tournament based

on managers’ performance upto and including the current week. Each manager

gets five tables, one for each measure (sales, profit, service, and area manager

evaluation) and a summary table11.

In each table covering a particular measure, all stores are listed in the

order of rank (rim) on this measure, as in the example for service in table 1.

Absolute performance (yim) and score (simb) are also reported, making it easy

for the store manager to see whether they are close or not to the boundary

of the bonus band, i.e. the point where their score jumps on a each measure.

In our example in table 1, x > z and the manager of store G is immediately

below the bonus band boundary, while the manager of store F is immediately

above it.

3.2.3 Regional and national tournaments

The firm runs two kinds of tournaments – one is conducted nationally,

with all the shops in the country competing, and for the other, the country is

split into 2-4 regions, with a separate tournament in each. Until Q4 of 2011,

all tournaments were regional. Thereafter, quarterly tournaments alternate

between regional ones (in odd quarters) and national ones (in even quarters).

11Since area manager evaluation only occurs once a quarter, for most weeks and shops this
feedback table is empty. For the purposes of calculating weekly overall bonus rate, the firm
assumes a baseline score on this measure for all managers that have not yet been evaluated.
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Table 1: Example of feedback table for service

Store Service yi Service rank ri Score sib
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .
D 88 10 x
E 86 11 x
F 85 12 x
G 84 13 z
H 82 14 z
I 81 15 z
J 80 16 z
. . . .
. . . .
. . . .

The rules of regional and national tournaments are nearly always the same.

In our data 4 out of 18 quarterly tournaments are national, and the rest are

regional12.

The weekly feedback system was put in place when all tournaments were

regional, and so the rankings and scores that it provides are based on the

assumption of a regional tournament. This means that while absolute per-

formance feedback is equally relevant in all quarters, relative performance

measures (ranking and score) are a more accurate forecast of the quarterly

outcomes when the actual tournament is regional. Empirically, our data are

dominated by regional tournaments where the weekly feedback is the perfect

match for the actual tournament, and our key results are unchanged if we drop

the national tournaments from our sample13.

12This in part because we exclude all Q4 tournaments from our data - see section 4.2.
13Also, the managers have access to weekly feedback for all regions, and so arguably they

can compute their ‘correct’ relative performance feedback even for the national tournament.
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4 Empirical identification and data

4.1 Empirical identification

In week 11, managers receive information about their relative rank on each

of the three performance measures, sales, profit and service. In addition,

because they see the entire ranking which shows where the bonus bands had

been drawn, they also know how close they are to the boundary of the band,

and this determines their incentives.

We want to identify the effects of incentives and rank received in week 11

on behaviour of managers in weeks 12 and 13. In this section, we first expand

on how rank and incentive effects can be separated from each other in our

setting (section 4.1.2). Second, we discuss how we deal with the challenges

posed by potential overtime correlation in performance (section 4.1.4).

4.1.1 Separating rank and incentives

The key insight from the theoretical literature on tournaments is that in-

centives are strongest for competitors who find themselves, for one reason or

another, nearer the prize. Conversely, those who have a strong lead or substan-

tially lag behind, will face weaker incentives. This is because the former know

their lead cannot be easily eroded, while the latter know their gap cannot be

easily bridged.

Lazear and Rosen (1981) were first to show this in a contest with hetero-

geneous abilities. Subsequently, Casas-Arce and Aśıs Mart́ınez-Jerez (2009),

Aoyagi (2010) and Ederer (2010) extend this result to tournaments with inter-

mediate feedback, where the past feedback, rather than ability, is the source

of heterogeneity14.

Recall that in our setting, the bonus is a step function of performance, be-

cause ranking is divided into bands. So, the implication of the above theoreti-

cal result for our prize structure is the strongest incentives will be experienced

14This result requires the assumption that performance shocks are iid and their joint
distribution is symmetric and non-uniform.
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by the managers who in week 11 find themsleves just below or just above a

boundary of a bonus band. The former only needs a small effort to bridge the

gap, and the latter might drop in bonus as a result of only a small shock.

This means that in our setting the strength of incentives oscillates with

performance, which is what allows us to separate the influences of incentives

and rank on managerial behaviour. Unlike, for example, in contests which

have prizes only at the top, in our tournament incentives and rank do not

always move together: while rank follows performance, incentives go up and

down with it, depending on the distance from the boundary of the bonus band.

4.1.2 Regression equation and hypotheses

To capture that incentives are strongest near the boundary of the bonus

band, we define a variable Iitm = 1 if week 11 feedback in quarter t puts

manager i within two ranks on either side of this boundary on performance

measure m = {Q,Π, S}, where Q is sales, Π is profit and S is service. In the

results section, we will show that our findings are not affected by changes to

the width of this window.

The rank for manager i in quarter t, ritm, is defined in relative terms: the

raw rank from week 11 feedback table for measure m is divided by the total

number of stores in that table, to remove fluctuations in rank due to changes

in the number of competitors. Rank is inversely related to performance: best

performer has relative rank 0, worst – relative rank 1.

Finally, we define our dependent variable as the change in manager i’s

outcomes and input decisions in the last two weeks of quarter t as

∆yitj =

∑
w=12,13 yitjw

2
−

∑11
w=1 yitjw

11
(6)

where w = 1, .., 13 is a week, and j = {Q,Π, S, L, q} is the outcome or input

decision of interest. Recall that L is total labour and q is output-labour ratio.

We estimate the following equations, one for each of the five js:
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∆yitj =
∑
m

βmjIitm +
∑
m

γmjritm + εitj (7)

Our hypotheses on the sign of incentive coefficients are these:

• For the three outcome variables j = {Q,Π, S} , we expect ‘own’ incentive

coefficients, βjj, to be positive: higher incentives improve performance.
15 Sales are harder to influence in the short run than the other two

measures, and so we expect weaker effects on them.

• For input decisions L and q, the expected effects come from the frame-

work in section 3.1:

– Profit incentives lower L and increase q

– Service incentives increase L and lower q

– Sales are harder to change, so sales incentives may have no effect;

if they do we expect them to increase L, while the effect on q is

ambiguous.

It is harder to formulate hypotheses about rank coefficients, because we

do not have a model of how people may respond to rank. Intuitively, we

distinguish between two main possibilities:

1. Desire to catch up. Managers who get worse (higher) rank on measure

m try to improve it, so for the outcome variables j = {Q,Π, S}, ‘own’

coefficients on rank should be positive, i.e. γm=j,j > 0. The expected

impacts of ranks on input decisions should be the same as those of in-

centives above.

2. Discouragement. Managers who get worse (higher) rank on measure m

get discouraged and give up trying to improve it, but do try improve

when they get a good (lower) rank. This suggests γm=j,j < 0 for ‘own’

15Since Iitm are three dummy variables for m = {Q,Π, S}, the omitted category is a
situation when a manager is not near any of the bands, i.e. does not face strong performance
incentives on any measure.
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effects on outcomes. The expected impacts of ranks on input decisions

should be the opposite of those of incentives above16.

4.1.3 Checking assumptions

Implicit in our empirical strategy is the idea that in week 11, the relevant

prize for the manager is the one closest to him (rather than the prizes that

are several bands away). This is true if it is hard for the manager to move

performance in the last two weeks of the quarter by more than one band.

Figure 2 confirms that this is the case: for each of the three performance

measures, 90% of managers either remain in the same band or move by only

one band in the last two weeks.

When we say that the incentives will be stronger nearer the band border,

our conjecture is that it is easier for people nearer the band border to cross it

than for people who are further away. Indeed, this is what we see in table 2:

for all three measures, the probability of the managers crossing into the next

band is statistically significantly higher if you are near the border. For sales,

the difference is 4 ppt and is significant at 5%, while for profit and service the

difference is considerably bigger: 12-13 ppt, significant at 1% level. The fact

that proximity to the border in sales has a lower impact is consistent with the

idea that sales are harder for managers to influence compared to profit and

service.

4.1.4 Serial correlation in performance

A key challenge in identifying the effects of performance-based rank at

time t on subsequent performance in t − 1 is potential serial correlation in

performance across time. A number of distinct of mechanisms can lead to

this, and so we use several approaches to deal with this issue.

16Note that the first hypothesis is equivalent to saying that the marginal utility from rank
improvements falls towards the top of ranking, while the second that it rises towards the
top.
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Figure 2: Number of bands travelled in last two weeks*
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Table 2: Probability of crossing into the next band

Sales Profit Service

Near band border 0.67 0.60 0.66
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

The rest 0.63 0.48 0.43
(0.01) (0.01) (0.01)

N 3,632 3,656 3,680

Differenced dependent variable

Suppose performance over time has a significant fixed component, for exam-

ple due to fixed manager or shop characteristics, creating positive correlation

in performance over time. By using first differences as our dependent variable,

we net out this fixed effect.

Manager fixed effects

Still, differencing may not fully remove the correlation due to manager or

shop fixed effects. For example, higher ability managers can be quicker learn-

ers and so the level of performance, which captures ability, will be positively

correlated with the change over time (Gill et al 2016). To tackle this, we use

manager fixed effects, which will pick up such fixed characteristics like ability.

Controlling for level of performance

Even when we use manager fixed effects, some types of manager character-

istics can still cause a problem for our estimations. For example, the manager

may be increasing their effort towards the end of quarter due to discounting of

the future; managers who discount more may have lower week 11 performance

and a bigger increase in the last two weeks (for example, Gill et al (2016)

refer to this as ‘working in spurts’). If each manager always discounts future

in the same way, then manager fixed effects are sufficient to deal with this
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issue. However, the same manager may shift more effort towards the end of

the quarter in some quarters and not others (for example, when the weather

early in the quarter is particularly good), and this will generate a negative

correlation between the level of performance in week 11 and the subsequent

change, even if we only use within manager variation.

We address this problem by controlling in the regression for the absolute

level of managers performance at the end of week 11. Hence, the correlation

between the level of performance and the change, which can come from work-

ing in spurts, or from other channels, such as reversion to the mean, will be

taken out. The remaining variation in rank will be from performance of other

contestants, and so any effects of rank on subsequent performance we identify

are the effects of the manager’s relative standing among his peers, controlling

for the level of his performance.

Disaggregated data

Our dataset has two key advantages compared to the previous literature

on real-world feedback in tournaments.

First, we observe several dimensions of a manager’s performance, and the

managers are ranked on each of them. We exploit the fact that a manager’s

rank can be different on different dimensions to estimate the relationship be-

tween rank and change in performance. For example, if the manager does

respond to his rank, we would expect profit to respond to profit rank, but

not necessarily to service rank, or not in the same way; and vice versa. On

the other hand, if the relationship between performance and rank is driven

by something like working in spurts, then we might see it across the board:

when effort has been low in the first 11 weeks, all ranks are high (bad) in week

11 and all measures increase faster in the last two weeks. So we may well

see profit increase ‘caused’ by a bad rank on service. Hence, we can separate

genuine response to rank on different dimensions of performance from more

‘aggregate’ behaviours such as working in spurts.

Second, whilst in many studies the key input is effort and is unobserved, we

have data on some of manager’s key input decisions. This allows to estimate
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the potential response to rank on variables that are considerably more directly

under a manager’s control than performance. This is useful for three reasons.

1. If we see effects of rank on both performance and directly controlled

decisions, it is less likely that our performance results are due to patterns

in random performance fluctuations, such as reversion to the mean.

2. Finding effects on managers’ decisions makes it harder to explain away

our results by general effort fluctuations, as in ‘working in spurts’ hy-

pothesis.

3. In most cases, we know the theoretical relationship between managers’

input decisions and performance (for example, higher output-labour ratio

will increase profit but reduce service, as discussed in section 3). So,

input data provide an important consistency test for performance results.

4.2 Data and patterns in the last two weeks

4.2.1 Data

We have data on key measures of manager performance (sales, profit and

service) as well as total labour and output-labour ratio, which capture the

key managerial decisions we discussed in section 3.1. Data span the period

from 2010 to 2015. We exclude Q4 from the analysis, because due to winter

holidays, the quarter end patters for Q4 are very different from other quarters.

Hence, altogether we have 18 quarters of data. On average there are 230 shops

per quarter, growing over time to 290. In total, the data include 530 individual

managers.

The changes in our key variables in the last two weeks of the quarter have

some big outliers, which we believe are driven by things like shop expansions

or partial closures due to refurbishment. To deal with this, we drop the top

and bottom 1% of outliers in all estimations.
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4.2.2 End of quarter patterns

Ultimately, we are interested in whether there is heterogeneity in manager

behaviour in the last two weeks before the tournament, depending on the

feedback they got. But, as a first cut at the data, it is interesting to ask

what happens in the last two weeks in aggregate. Table 3 shows that, on

average, performance improves across all three measures, sales, profit and

service (columns 1-3)17. This finding is consistent with other studies that

have documented an improvement in performance towards the pay date (Oyer

(1998), Kaur et al (2016)).

We also see that there is a significant change in the decisions under the

manager’s direct control: both labour and output-labour ratio rise (table 3,

columns 4 and 5). This supports the idea that improvement in performance in

the last two weeks is due to manager actions rather rather than external shocks.

In section 5.1 we will see that these averages hide substantial heterogeneity. We

can see some evidence of this heterogeneity already now: for each performance

measure, table 4 shows that managers who improve performance by more

improve their final tournament ranks by more18. The effects of input decision

variables on ranks are these:

• Labour increases improve sales and service rank, but hurt profit rank

• Output-labour ratio increases improve sales and profit rank, but hurt

service rank

These effects are consistent with the predictions we derived from our simple

framework in section 3.1.

Although managers may improve their rank by improving performance this

does not imply that they will increase their bonus. This is because bonus is

paid in bands, and so only managers who are either near the boundary of

17The magnitudes of increases in terms of standard deviations are not large, but this is
somewhat misleading because we have very different size shops in the sample, and so the
standard deviation is very large due to cross-sectional differences.

18The regressions control for week 11 rank on each measure to deal with potential reversion
to the mean.
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Table 3: Change in weeks 12-13 relative to weeks 1-11

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5)
Sales Profit Service Labour Output-labour ratio

Change 0.03 0.03 0.19 0.02 0.08
(in standard deviations) (0.00)*** (0.00)*** (0.03)*** (0.00)*** (0.00)***

N 3,707 3,707 3,670 3,702 3,734

* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001

Table 4: Change in rank in weeks 12-13

Sales Profit Service
Increase in weeks 12-13 in:

Underlying outcome -0.01 -0.02 -0.09
(0.00)*** (0.00)*** (0.00)***

R2 0.23 0.30 0.58
N 3,218 3,187 3,213
Labour -0.01 0.01 -0.02

(0.00)*** (0.00)** (0.00)***
R2 0.22 0.28 0.24
N 3,220 3,190 3,190
Output-labour ratio -0.01 -0.02 0.02

(0.00)*** (0.00)*** (0.00)***
R2 0.22 0.30 0.25
N 3,248 3,217 3,218

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager fixed effects and quarter effects, and corresponding week 11 rank
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the band or undertake a particularly large improvement in performance will

increase their score and therefore bonus. Indeed, the data show that while on

average managers who improve performance in the last two weeks do improve

the score on that measure, these improvements are not very big (table 519).

For example, a one standard deviation increase in profit results in a 1 point

improvement in the profit score on average. Since improvements in the score

come in discrete steps, mostly 10 points high, this estimate is consistent with

a scenario where by improving profit by one standard deviation the managers

improve their pay one time in ten. Consistent with the idea that sales are

subject to forces outside manager’s control, return to improvements on sales

is the lowest: 0.3 points for one standard deviation in improvement, only

borderline significantly different from zero.

5 Results

5.1 Main results

5.1.1 Performance

We now look at the effects of the information contained in week 11 feedback

on the change in the three performance measures - sales, profit and service -

in weeks 12 and 13. Table 6 gives the results of estimating equation (7) for

each measure.

Incentives

We first look at whether the managers who find themselves closer to a band

boundary, and thus facing steeper marginal incentives in week 11 on a given

measure, improve their performance by more. To do this, we focus on the

top three rows of the table forming a 3 x 3 fragment (subsection of the table

headed Incentives).The theory predicts positive and significant effects on the

diagonal of this fragment.

19The regressions control for week 11 score on each measure to deal with potential rever-
sion to the mean.
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Table 5: Change in score in weeks 12-13

Sales Profit Service
Increase in the last two weeks in:

Underlying outcome 0.28 0.98 4.47
(0.15)* (0.16)*** (0.14)***

R2 0.41 0.36 0.50
N 3,221 3,220 3,244
Labour 0.19 -0.26 0.76

(0.15) (0.16)* (0.15)***
R2 0.41 0.34 0.32
N 3,223 3,221 3,221
Output-labour ratio 0.18 1.11 -1.02

(0.15) (0.16)*** (0.16)***
R2 0.41 0.35 0.32
N 3,251 3,249 3,249

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager fixed effects and quarter effects and corresponding score in week 11
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In fact, what we see is that, with one exception, none of the incentive

dummies are significant: the managers who find themselves near to the jump

in bonus in week 11 do not behave differently from the rest. The only signif-

icant coefficient is a negative one on sales suggesting that managers who face

steeper incentives on sales, reduce sales. This is the opposite of how we expect

incentives to work.

Rank

Second, we examine the impact of ranks. Again, if we expect any significant

coefficients, first of all they ought to be along the diagonal of the Rank section

in table 6. Looking at the diagonal, while sales rank does not affect sales,

profit rank and service rank both have significant effects on profit and service

respectively. This shows that what managers are responding to is the feedback

about their relative rank, while incentive effects are being controlled for.

Interestingly, these effects are positive: people with higher (worse) rank on

a particular measure tend to improve their performance on that measure by

more. Hence, we find evidence for ‘desire to catch’ up rather than ‘discour-

agement’.

Recall that on average, managers improve performance in the last two

quarters. Quantitatively, table 6 results tell us that when a manager gets the

bottom rank instead of the top rank in week 11 (in a league table of 80, on

average), he improves his profit in the last two weeks of the quarter by 0.3

standard deviation more. Similarly, if he finds he drops from top to bottom

rank on service, he responds by improving service by 0.4 standard deviation

more.

To sum up, we find that managers do not change their performance when

they face steeper marginal incentives. However, they do respond to the rank

they receive: They improve service and profit if they find themselves with a

bad rank on these outcomes in week 11. Sales, which are harder to change in

the short run, do not respond to rank.
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Table 6: Outcomes

(Y = change in weeks 12-13)

(1) (2) (3)
Sales Profit Service

Incentives

Sales -0.09 -0.04 -0.04
(0.04)** (0.04) (0.04)

Profit -0.04 -0.01 -0.03
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Service 0.03 0.02 0.03
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Rank
Sales 0.06 -0.04 0.08

(0.07) (0.08) (0.07)
Profit 0.17 0.26 0.02

(0.08)** (0.09)*** (0.08)
Service 0.07 -0.00 0.39

(0.07) (0.07) (0.14)***
Controls
Incentives at the top -0.02 0.01 0.06

(0.07) (0.07) (0.07)
Level of Y -0.06 -0.21 -0.48

(0.04) (0.04)*** (0.08)***
Shop size (proxy) 0.32 0.48 -0.02

(0.08)*** (0.08)*** (0.06)
R2 0.32 0.28 0.30
N 3,239 3,238 3,228

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects and quarter effects
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5.1.2 Input decisions

The above interpretation of performance results is based on an assumption

that the changes in performance we observe at least in part are due to some

manager action. Indeed, we can examine manager decisions more directly by

looking at labour and output-labour ratio, which are under the control of a

manager to a considerably greater degree than performance measures. From

our predictions in section 3.1, recall that typically increases in labour can

improve sales and service, but will hurt profit. Furthermore, improvements

in profit should be accompanied by a rise in output-labour ratio, while im-

provements in service – by a deterioration in the same ratio. This is useful

interpreting results in table 7 which shows how labour and output-labour ratio

respond to week 11 feedback.

Incentives

First, consider the effects of incentives (subsection Incentives of table 6).

Higher marginal incentives on sales reduce labour (column 1) and improve

output-labour ratio (column 2), which is the opposite of what we would expect,

at least as far as labour is concerned. We do not have a good explanation for

these effects. We find no other effects of either profit or service incentives on

either labour or output-labour ratio (columns 1 and 2). So once again, we see

that marginal incentives do not have expected effects, now on the variables

the manager controls directly.

Rank

A different picture emerges when we look at the managers’ response to rank

(subsection Rank of table 7). First, consider the labour decision (column 1).

When they rank badly on sales, managers increase labour, which makes sense

if they are trying to increase sales. In contrast, managers who lag on profit

cut labour, which is what section 3.1 predicts they would do if they want to

improve profit. Thus this is consistent with evidence from table 6 that when

lagging behind on profit, managers try to increase it. Finally, when managers
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rank low on service, we see that they increase labour. Again, this is consistent

with our predictions about what the managers need to do to improve service

and hence with the evidence in table 6 that managers who rank poorly on

service respond by improving it.

Second, consider output-labour ratio (column 2). Recall that the sign of

the relationship between sales and output-labour ratio is ambiguous, and also

sales may be hard to shift in the short run. So perhaps it is not surprising that

we do not find any impact of sales rank on output-labour ratio. At the same

time, managers who have received a bad rank on profit in week 11 improve

output-labour ratio by more, which is in line with our prediction about what

should happen if they try to improve profit. In contrast, managers who face

a bad rank on service, do the opposite: they allow output-labour ratio to

deteriorate; this is again consistent with our predictions and the idea that

these managers are trying to improve service.

Hence our evidence on managers’ input decvisions supports our earlier ev-

idence from performance measures. First, managers generally do not respond

to marginal incentives. Second, they respond to rank. The results from profit

and service are clear cut: managers who get worse rank on these measures

try to improve them and adjust their input decisions in ways that help deliver

this. The results on sales are weaker, and less clear cut. This perhaps is un-

surprising given that sales are harder for managers to influence, at least in the

short run.

5.2 Career concerns

Our results above show that managers do not respond to marginal incen-

tives of the tournament, but instead they react to rank and try to improve

performance on the measures where their rank is worse.

If the firm’s retention and promotion policies are related to the rank that

the managers receive in quarterly tournaments, our results can be due to

managers responding to such career concerns. In this section we show that

this is not the case.
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Table 7: Input decisions

(Y = change in weeks 12-13)

(1) (2)
Labour Output-labour ratio

Incentives

Sales -0.16 0.11
(0.04)*** (0.04)***

Profit -0.05 0.04
(0.04) (0.04)

Service -0.00 0.04
(0.04) (0.04)

Rank
Sales 0.20 -0.11

(0.08)** (0.07)
Profit -0.27 0.39

(0.09)*** (0.08)***
Service 0.34 -0.36

(0.07)*** (0.07)***
Controls
Incentives at the top -0.14 0.01

(0.07)* (0.07)
Level of Y -0.04 -0.28

(0.03) (0.04)***
Shop size (proxy) 0.12 0.07

(0.08) (0.06)
R2 0.28 0.21
N 3,239 3,269

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects and quarter effects
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Table 8: Impact of rank on career prospects

(1) (2) (3) (4)
Probability of

Departure Departure Promotion Promotion

Sales rank -0.06 -0.19 -0.06 0.09
(0.08) (0.11)* (0.05) (0.07)

Profit rank 0.14 0.02 -0.16 0.00
(0.08)* (0.11) (0.05)*** (0.07)

Service rank 0.02 -0.08 -0.03 0.10
(0.10) (0.12) (0.06) (0.08)

Overall rank 0.29 -0.34
(0.16)* (0.11)***

Total experience 0.01 0.01
(0.00)*** (0.00)***

Constant 0.17 0.20 0.14 0.10
(0.07)** (0.08)*** (0.05)*** (0.05)*

R2 0.01 0.01 0.06 0.07
N 506 496 600 597

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

We start by asking whether career prospects at this firm are indeed linked

to tournament ranks (table 8). We look at whether there is a relationship

between these ranks in a manager’s early career and the probability of staying

longer with the firm (columns 1 and 2) as well as the probability of being

promoted to the next level (columns 3 and 4)20,21.

20We estimate a linear probability model. In columns 1 and 2 we look at whether ranks
in the first 1.5 years are correlated with the probability of the manager staying on with
the firm for 2.5 years or more; our results are the same if we use other cut offs. In our
data, the average retention rate beyond 2.5 years for managers who have spent at least 1.5
years with the firm is 78%. This is an underestimate, because our data cannot distinguish
between departure from the firm and a manager being promoted beyond the next level of
the hierarchy.

21On average, 7% of managers get promoted to the next level.
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In both cases, we find a correlation with profit rank which runs in the

expected direction, but no correlation with other two ranks (columns 1 and

3). The correlation with profit rank disappears when we control for the overall

tournament rank, which has a significant negative relationship with retention

and promotion (lower, i.e. better, ranks are more likely to stick around and to

be promoted). Hence, although manageres who have a better rank do indeed

face better prospects with the firm, unsurprisingly, the relationship is between

overall rank rather than ranks on individual measures.

It is therefore possible that our main results on individual performance

measures (tables 6 and 7) are in fact driven by the managers’ desire to im-

prove overall rank in response to career incentives at the firm. To check this,

we estimate our original regressions now controlling for the overall rank that

the manager receives in week 11 (tables 13 and 14 in Appendix A). If this

explanation is correct, the ranks on individual measures should no longer be

significant. Instead, we find that the results on both performance outcomes

(table 13) and inputs (table 14) are unchanged.

5.3 Non-linear effects

We have established that managers who receive worse week 11 rank on

profit and service try to catch up by improving them, and make decisions

about labour and output-labour ratio to deliver those improvements. So far,

we used a linear model to estimate these effects. But it is possible that the

effects are non-linear and even non-monotonic (as in Gill et al (2016)). Do

managers at the top display particular complacency, or instead might they

work harder encouraged by their top position? Conversely, do managers at

the bottom get discouraged and drop out or do they work harder still to avoid

being last?

To explore these questions, we re-estimate our main equation (7) adding

dummy variables for whether a manager was in top 5% or bottom 5% of the

rank on each of the tournament measures, sales, profit and service.

In table 9 we look at the impact of rank on change in outcomes. Funda-
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mentally, our results are unchanged: we continue to see the positive effects

of the linear rank variable on profit and service outcomes we have found be-

fore. However, alongside these we now see additional complacency at the top

in profit measure and additional dislike of being at the bottom in the service

measure.

When we look at the effects of rank on manager controlled variables, labour

and output-labour ratio (table 10), we again see that linear rank effects remain

the same in sign and significance and similar in magnitude to those in the main

regressions of table 6. At the same time, there is evidence of additional dislike

of being at the bottom in profit/labour relationship, but no non-linear effects

in service.

In summary, the patterns that emerges, although not exactly the same

across different measures, allow us to say three things. First, the effect of

rank is monotonic - in all specifications where rank effects are present, desire

to improve always increases with rank. Second, it is not driven purely by

the bottom ranks. Third, what evidence of non-linearity there is points at

particular complacency at the top and dislike of bottom ranks.

5.4 Robustness checks

In this section we undertake three robustness checks. First, we ask whether

multiplicative incentives provide an alternative explanation to our results. Sec-

ond, we repeat the estimations only for bands that are relatively wide. Third,

we use alternative definitions of how close the manager needs to be to the

boundary to face steep incentives.

5.4.1 Multiplicative incentives

Recall that the bonus is calculated as a product of the four scores a manager

achieves on each of the four performance measures (see section 3.2. This

implies that, when the manager’s expected increase in score is similar across

measures, the expected increase in overall bonus from improving performance
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Table 9: Non-linear effects - outcomes

(Y = change in weeks 12-13)

(1) (2) (3)
Sales Profit Service

Sales

Rank 0.10 0.02 0.03
(0.08) (0.09) (0.08)

Top 5% 0.13 0.13 -0.02
(0.11) (0.11) (0.10)

Bottom 5% -0.03 -0.08 0.16
(0.09) (0.10) (0.09)*

Profit
Rank 0.13 0.20 0.01

(0.09) (0.09)** (0.09)
Top 5% -0.28 -0.31 -0.17

(0.10)*** (0.11)*** (0.10)*
Bottom 5% -0.02 0.02 -0.08

(0.09) (0.10) (0.09)
Service
Rank 0.07 0.01 0.44

(0.08) (0.08) (0.14)***
Top 5% 0.06 0.06 -0.08

(0.09) (0.09) (0.09)
Bottom 5% 0.06 0.01 0.19

(0.09) (0.09) (0.09)**
R2 0.32 0.28 0.30
N 3,239 3,238 3,228

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects and quarter effects

Controls: incentives, shop size, level of Y in week 11
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Table 10: Non-linear effects - input decisions

(Y = change in weeks 12-13)

(1) (2)
Labour Output-labour ratio

Sales

Rank 0.20 -0.06
(0.09)** (0.08)

Top 5% 0.16 -0.04
(0.11) (0.10)

Bottom 5% 0.13 -0.20
(0.10) (0.09)**

Profit
Rank -0.22 0.36

(0.09)** (0.09)***
Top 5% -0.04 -0.12

(0.11) (0.10)
Bottom 5% -0.20 0.06

(0.10)** (0.09)
Service
Rank 0.32 -0.35

(0.08)*** (0.08)***
Top 5% -0.02 -0.02

(0.09) (0.09)
Bottom 5% 0.06 -0.07

(0.09) (0.09)
R2 0.28 0.22
N 3,239 3,269

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects and quarter effects

Controls: incentives, shop size, level of Y in week 11
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will be highest for the measure with the lowest score22. The measure with

the lowest score typically has the largest performance rank among the four

measures. Hence, it is possible that the rank variables in our regressions are

picking up the response to multiplicative financial incentives generated by the

bonus scheme.

This explanation would contradict our interpretation of the results, i.e.

that the managers are interested in the rank per se. In this section, we scru-

tinize the data to see which of the two explanations is a better fit for it.

We conclude that the evidence supports the interpretation that the managers

work to improve their rank, rather than respond to multiplicative financial

incentives.

First, our results so far are not consistent with financial incentives inter-

pretation: whilst improvements in the worst performing measure will only

translate into increases in bonus if they propell the manager into a higher

band on that measure, our evidence so far shows that the managers do not

put in more improvements when they are close to crossing into a higher band.

Second, when we tested the managers understanding of the multiplicative

nature of the scheme, we found that at best only 1/5 understand it (the details

are in Appendix B). This is not entirely surprising: the incentives generated

by multiplication are reasonably subtle, and to the best of our knowledge have

not been emphacised or explained to the managers prior to our study. This

is in constrast with, for example, proximity to the next bonus band which is

very visible in the managers’ weekly feedback.

Third, we test directly whether our rank results can be explained instead

by multiplicative incentives. If in previous estimations, for a given measure, we

let proximity to the border proxy for incentives, we now add a dummy variable

22Formally, from section 3.2.1 the expected increase in overall bonus from performance
improvements on measure m is given by pm∆sm

∏3
k 6=m sk, where pm is the probability of

crossing into the next band up on this measure and ∆sm is the increase in the score from
doing so. Hence when pm and ∆sm are similar enough, the expected increase in bonus
will be highest for the measure with the highest

∏3
k 6=m sk, which is the one with the lowest

sm. The argument remains the same if performance improvements are required not to drop
down a band.
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equal to 1 whenever this measure is the one with the lowest score23, and also

interact it with the proximity to the border. If our results on importance of

rank are instead due to the multiplicative financial incentives, we should see a

positive coefficient on the interaction terms, and possibly on the lowest score

dummies, whilst our rank variables should lose significance. It is a demanding

test since the new variables take out a lot of potentially important variation:

now rank effects can only be identified from relatively small movements in

rank, i.e. only those that do not involve a measure changing lowest score

status.

The results in table 11 show that, for improvements sales, profit and service,

none of the incentive coefficients on the respective measure are significant24. At

the same time, respective rank effects remain significant on profit and service.

For profit, it is now significant only at 10% level, and a bit lower in magnitude,

whilst for service it remains significant at 5% and similar in magnitude to

before. Moving from outcomes to labour decisions as our dependant variables,

the results are qualitatively similar (table 12). This gives us confidence that

the rank effects we observe are not driven by the multiplicative nature of the

incentive scheme.

5.4.2 Wider bands

The number of distinct ranks in a band varies between 2 and 47, with

the average of 14. The variation comes from three factors: first, more ties in

performance means less distinct ranks in a band; second, the firm deliberately

makes bands in the middle wider than bands on the edge; third, the number

of regions into which shops are divided has varied over time between 2 and 4,

and when there are more regions, the bands have to be narrower.

23This is across the three measure that the manager gets feedback on in week 11, profit,
service and sales.

24In fact, only one of the 27 incentive variables is significant and is a ‘cross-effect’: being
close to the border on profit when it is also the lowest scoring measure reduces performance
improvements on service. This is in the direction predicted by incentives, but given insignif-
icance of all other incentive variables, and, ‘own’ effects in particular, we do not want to
read too much into this.
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Table 11: Controlling for lowest score measure: Outcomes

(1) (1) (1)
Sales Profit Service

Incentives
Sales

Proximity to border -0.07 -0.02 -0.05
(0.05) (0.05) (0.04)

Lowest score 0.00 -0.01 0.07
(0.07) (0.07) (0.07)

Proximity*Lowest -0.05 -0.06 0.05
(0.09) (0.09) (0.08)

Profit
Proximity to border -0.03 0.01 0.03

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05)
Lowest score 0.05 0.07 0.07

(0.06) (0.07) (0.06)
Proximity*Lowest 0.00 -0.04 -0.18

(0.08) (0.08) (0.07)**
Service
Proximity to border 0.06 0.06 0.01

(0.05) (0.05) (0.05)
Lowest score 0.01 0.06 0.02

(0.08) (0.08) (0.07)
Proximity*Lowest -0.06 -0.10 0.05

(0.08) (0.08) (0.07)
Rank
Sales 0.08 0.01 0.03

(0.09) (0.09) (0.08)
Profit 0.09 0.18 0.09

(0.11) (0.11)* (0.10)
Service 0.13 0.01 0.36

(0.10) (0.11) (0.16)**
R2 0.32 0.28 0.30
N 3,239 3,238 3,228

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects, quarter effects and controls (incentives at the

top, level of dependent variable, shop size).
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Table 12: Controlling for lowest score measure: Labour decisions

(1) (1)
Labour Productivity

Incentives
Sales

Proximity to border -0.15 0.12
(0.05)*** (0.04)***

Lowest score -0.04 0.01
(0.07) (0.07)

Proximity*Lowest -0.05 -0.04
(0.09) (0.08)

Profit
Proximity to border -0.05 0.05

(0.05) (0.05)
Lowest score -0.06 0.12

(0.07) (0.06)*
Proximity*Lowest 0.00 -0.01

(0.08) (0.07)
Service
Proximity to border 0.02 0.05

(0.05) (0.05)
Lowest score 0.04 0.02

(0.08) (0.07)
Proximity*Lowest -0.06 -0.02

(0.08) (0.07)
Rank
Sales 0.22 -0.05

(0.09)** (0.09)
Profit -0.23 0.27

(0.11)** (0.10)***
Service 0.26 -0.30

(0.11)** (0.10)***
R2 0.28 0.22
N 3,239 3,269

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects, quarter effects and controls (incentives at the

top, level of dependent variable, shop size).
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Since we define our incentive dummy as being within two ranks of the next

band (up or down), narrower bands will contribute a relatively bigger share

of observations to treatment group than to control group compared to wider

bands. This can lead to biased estimates if the observations in the narrow

bands have different underlying values of the dependent variable, in absence

of any incentive effects. The direction of bias will depend on the sign of this

correlation.

Although the mechanisms that would lead to such correlation are not ob-

vious, in order to reduce the potential effects of this, we re-run all the regres-

sions defining incentive dummies in the same way as before, but only for bands

that are at least 7 ranks wide. This means that about 1/3 of observations is

dropped. Table 15 in Appendix A shows that we continue to get no effect of

marginal incentives on outcomes. At the same time, the impact of rank on the

outcomes remains the same. Table 16 in Appendix A further shows that our

original results on labour and output-labour ratio are also unaffected.

5.4.3 Alternative definition of incentives

While the theory of tournaments tells us that managers close to the bound-

ary of the bonus band will face steeper incentives, it does not give us much

of a guide for how close is close enough. So far, we have defined a manager

as facing steeper incentives if he is in a two rank window on either side of the

boundary. To check whether our results are robust to alternative definitions,

we re-run the estimations with windows of 1 rank (not reported) and 3 ranks

(tables 17 and 18 in Appendix A). Our results are unchanged.

6 Conclusions

We have analyzed how store managers who face a high stakes tournament

incentive scheme react to regular feedback on three key performance measures.

We have shown that the managers try to improve their rank even when this will

not bring immediate economic benefits. Furthermore, when rank concerns and

marginal financial rewards call for different actions, people pay more attention
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to the former. The relationship between performance improvements and rank

is monotonic and linear, suggesting that the managers’ utility is concave in

rank. This is consistent with evolutionary models such where, in the ancestral

world, the actions of others contained signals about the environment, and so

it was important to be not too far behind the pack (Samuelson 2004, Nöldeke

and Samuelson 2005, Robson and Samuelson 2010)

The finding has strong implications for the design of incentive schemes in

the workplace, and feedback schemes more generally. In our setting, rank con-

cerns are more powerful than financial incentives on the margin we investigate.

At the same time, our results do not suggest that the firm would do better by

scrapping its incentive scheme altogether and merely providing a ranking. It

is possible that monetary and non-monetary motivations interact in complex

ways; this is an important direction for research.

Another important point concerns our finding that when faced with a bad

rank, on average people choose to catch up rather than to stop trying. In

our study, this is conditional on the decision of the manager to stay with the

firm. The question of how ranking affects the decision to stay with a firm (and

selection more generally) is an interesting topic for future work.
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A Robustness checks

A.1 Career concerns

Table 13: Outcomes, controlling for overall rank
(Y = change in weeks 12-13)

(1) (2) (3)
Sales Profit Service

Incentives

Sales -0.09 -0.04 -0.04
(0.04)** (0.04) (0.04)

Profit -0.04 -0.01 -0.03
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Service 0.03 0.02 0.03
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Rank
Sales 0.07 -0.02 0.13

(0.10) (0.10) (0.10)
Profit 0.19 0.28 0.08

(0.12) (0.12)** (0.11)
Service 0.10 0.02 0.45

(0.12) (0.12) (0.16)***
Overall rank -0.04 -0.04 -0.12

(0.17) (0.18) (0.17)
R2 0.32 0.28 0.30
N 3,239 3,238 3,228

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects and quarter effects

Controls: incentives at the top, level of Y, proxy for shop size
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Table 14: Labour decisions, controlling for overall rank

(Y = change in weeks 12-13)

(1) (2)
Labour Output-labour ratio

Incentives

Sales -0.16 0.11
(0.04)*** (0.04)***

Profit -0.05 0.04
(0.04) (0.04)

Service -0.00 0.04
(0.04) (0.04)

Rank
Sales 0.15 -0.02

(0.10) (0.10)
Profit -0.33 0.50

(0.12)*** (0.11)***
Service 0.28 -0.23

(0.12)** (0.11)**
Overall rank 0.11 -0.24

(0.18) (0.17)
R2 0.28 0.21
N 3,239 3,269

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects and quarter effects

Controls: incentives at the top, level of Y, proxy for shop size
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A.2 Wider bands

Table 15: Outcomes

(Y = change in weeks 12-13)

(1) (2) (3)
Sales Profit Service

Incentives

Sales 0.02 0.05 -0.01
(0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

Profit 0.00 0.01 -0.03
(0.05) (0.05) (0.05)

Service 0.05 0.03 0.07
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Rank
Sales 0.08 0.03 0.06

(0.09) (0.09) (0.09)
Profit 0.21 0.35 -0.09

(0.10)** (0.11)*** (0.10)
Service 0.12 0.02 0.49

(0.08) (0.08) (0.17)***
R2 0.44 0.39 0.33
N 2,254 2,249 2,234

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects and quarter effects

Controls: incentives at the top, level of Y, proxy for shop size
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Table 16: Input decisions

(Y = change in weeks 12-13)

(1) (2)

Labour Output-labour ratio
Incentives

Sales -0.10 0.17
(0.05)** (0.05)***

Profit 0.01 0.04
(0.05) (0.05)

Service 0.01 0.02
(0.05) (0.04)

Rank
Sales 0.20 -0.09

(0.10)** (0.09)
Profit -0.36 0.47

(0.11)*** (0.10)***
Service 0.49 -0.42

(0.09)*** (0.08)***
R2 0.36 0.27
N 2,252 2,268

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects and quarter effects

Controls: incentives at the top, level of Y, proxy for shop size
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A.3 Alternative definition of incentives

Table 17: Outcomes

(Y = change in weeks 12-13)

(1) (2) (3)
Sales Profit Service

Incentives

Sales -0.05 -0.03 -0.01
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Profit -0.02 0.00 0.00
(0.04) (0.04) (0.04)

Service 0.09 0.07 0.01
(0.04)** (0.05) (0.04)

Rank

Sales 0.05 -0.04 0.08
(0.07) (0.08) (0.07)

Profit 0.17 0.26 0.02
(0.08)** (0.09)*** (0.08)

Service 0.06 -0.01 0.40
(0.07) (0.07) (0.14)***

R2 0.32 0.28 0.30
N 3,239 3,238 3,228

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects and quarter effects

Controls: incentives at the top, level of Y, proxy for shop size
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Table 18: Input decisions

(Y = change in weeks 12-13)

(1) (2)
Labour Output-labour ratio

Incentives

Sales -0.11 0.10
(0.04)*** (0.04)***

Profit -0.06 0.06
(0.04)* (0.04)

Service 0.03 0.05
(0.05) (0.04)

Rank

Sales 0.19 -0.12
(0.08)** (0.07)

Profit -0.27 0.38
(0.09)*** (0.08)***

Service 0.34 -0.37
(0.07)*** (0.07)***

R2 0.28 0.21
N 3,239 3,269

* p < 0.1; ** p < 0.05; *** p < 0.01

Dependent variable is in standard deviations

With manager and regional fixed effects and quarter effects

Controls: incentives at the top, level of Y, proxy for shop size
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B Multiplicative incentives

To see whether the managers understood multiplicative incentives, we

asked the following question to 239 managers, promising to pay a small fee for

the right answer25:

Consider two imaginary shops:

Shop A falls into a 100% band in each of all four measures.

Shop B falls into a high band on some measures, and a low band

in others, but the average of these scores is 100%.

Everything else that’s relevant for the overall bonus in the tourna-

ment is the same for these two shops.

Tick below which shop has a higher overall bonus:

(a) Shop A.

(b) Shop B.

(c) Both will have the same overall bonus.

The managers who correctly understand the incentives generated by the

multiplicative nature of the scheme should choose (a) Shop A. Figure 3 shows

that only 20% of managers chose this answer:

25This was part of a study conducted with David Huffman in 2015
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Figure 3: Percent of managers choosing each answer
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